10 Best Apps For Cooking
With Ingredients On Hand
Apps

1.

Tasty

2. Epicurious

3. Kitchen
Stories

Features

Rating

4.9

4.8 *

4.8 *

Best customizable cookbook app
Overhead food videos with step-by-step instructions
Search recipes by social plans, ingredients, dietary
needs, cuisine
Search by filters like "5 ingredients or less" or "under
30 minutes
Save recipes to My Recipes
Can shop for ingredients for your Tasty recipes and
pick them up at WalMart

Add ingredients from recipe to your shopping list
New recipe and video feeds added daily
Can start with a main ingredient and sort recipes by
highest rated, % of users who would make it again
Recipe Box for saved recipes
Smart Kitchen Timer tells you how long to cook items
without a recipe
Seasonal ingredients finder for local ingredients that
are in season
Ingredients Toggle (tap button, no scrolling)
Publish own recipes to share with global community
Set up personalized cookbooks
"Cooking mode" guides you through recipes, step-bystep
Automatically generates shopping list
Search with many filters for your tastes and
nutritional preferences
Browse recipes by difficulty level and prep time
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4.
SuperCook

5. Yummly

6. SideChef

Features

Rating

4.8 *

4.8 *

4.7

Best for starting with ingredients you already have
and get recipes
As you add ingredients, more recipes are generated
Can narrow search results by type of meal, type of
cuisine and the star ingredient
Shopping list that "talks to your pantry"
Filters and diets to discover the perfect dish

Best for food blog fans
Personalize to diets, allergies, tastes and preferences
Collect, save and organize with "Yum" button to store
in digital recipe box
Schedule recipe for when you want to eat and get
notifications to start cooking
Add recipe ingredients to grocery list; categorizes list
by aisles and recipes
Track nutrition and servings with integration with
Apple Health App
Best for diet-specific recipes
Search for recipes by ingredients on hand
Great for beginners with step-by-step format
Recipes have built-in timers
Adds ingredients to shopping list, or can order
directly through AmazonFresh
Has automated control of compatible smart
appliances
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7. Big Oven

8. Cookpad

9. Allrecipes

Features

Rating

4.6

4.5

2.8 **

Best for using leftovers
Create collections of recipes, like healthy breakfasts,
soups and low-carb
Add recipes clipped from favorite sites
Organize recipes in folders
Meal Planner tool
Manage grocery list
Join home cook community
Part recipe finder and part social platform
Find inspiration and share your recipes
Has Chat area to start and join conversations
Search for recipes by ingredients
Build and save your cookbook
Bookmark recipes you want to cook
Free, but has premium subscription service
Dinner Spinner feature to search recipes with
ingredients you already have
Can search for recipes by dish type and how long
before meal is ready
My Feed is personalized for you and gets smarter
with each recipe you save
Cook with what's on sale in select stores
I Made It feature lets you share cooking triumphs
Tap to add entire recipes or ingredients to shopping
list
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10th
Recipe To
Table

*

Features

Rating

Apps

5.0 ***

Keeps family in sync with recipes and grocery
shopping
Save recipes from websites or create your own
Generate grocery list from recipes
Order groceries for pick-up or delivery from select
stores
Auto categorize and merge similar items

Four apps have identical ratings (4.8). They are
listed in alphabetical order - #2 - #5.

**

Allrecipes had a very low rating, but was included
because 3 of 4 resources rated it very highly.

***

Recipe To Table was not rated with the other apps,
because it only had 5 reviews. It is a newer app, and
due to its high ratings from users, it was added
among the 10 best apps.

Resources:
appgrooves.com
brit.co
escoffieronline.com
lifewire.com
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